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I. THE PROBLEM 
The subject of the present paper is the extension of Floquet’s theorem 
to difference differential equations. This well known theorem is concerned 
with the linear homogeneous differential equation 
g =A(t)x, (1.1) 
where x(t) is the vector of solution and A(t) is a matrix with continuous 
periodic elements. It signifies that each solution of (1.1) is a linear 
combination of n particular solutions, the components of which are of 
the form 
t* exp at/o p(t), P.2) 
p(t) being a periodic function of period co, ea being a root of a certain 
algebraic equation of degree IZ, and Y is a nonnegative integer which can 
be different from zero only in case the corresponding number em is a 
multiple root. The “characteristic equation” may be written explicitly 
in the form 
det (zf -Q,“(A)) = 0 
where I denotes the unit matrix and Go(A) the series 
(1.3) 
I+jA(tddl~+~~(t~)jd(t~)dl,dl~+ . . . 
t. t. to 
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Now let us consider the difference differential equation 
1 = .4,(t)x(t) + A,(t)x(t - h,) + . . * + -4,(t)+ - h,) (1.5) 
(t b t, ; O<h,< . ..<h.). 
.%ny particular solution is defined by the “forerun” vector, i.e., the 
values in the interval t, - h, < t < t, are given: 
x(t + t, - hm) = z(t) (0 < t < M. (1.6) 
As the general solution depends on an arbitrary function or vector 
respectively one cannot espect that it may be represented by means of 
a finite number of particular solutions. But if the coefficients of (1.4) 
are continuous and periodic, the general solution is developable into a 
series whose terms are of the type (1.1) if (a) the spans hi are rational 
multiples of the period, and (b) the eigenvalues of the matrix =Im(t) are 
permanently (that means for all values of t) simple and positive. As the 
series is not necessarily absolutely convergent, one either needs some 
additional requirements which ensure the absolute con\-ergence or an 
instruction as to how to sum the series. 
In the case of a scalar equation 
i(l) = n,(t)x(t) + q(t)x(t - h,) + . . . + a&)X(t - hm) (1.7) 
the estended Floquet theorem, explicitly formulated, runs as follows: 
Let ai be continuous functions of period CO, and let hj = ki CO, kj heiftp 
a positizle integer. Suppose n,(t) # 0 and put 
-xl(t) = exp C+(T) dt + . . . + 1~~~~ (1.X) 
II 
where i, is a zero of the function 
If) U, 11, 
i(2) = 2 - exp a,,(t) dt + z-~ at(t) dt + . . + z-k 
n 
If all the roots of f(z) = 0 aye simple then it is possible to represent each 
solution o,t (1.7) as an absolutely conzlergent series 
2 Ci xi(t) ; (1.10) 
if (1.9) has multiple zeros (the number of which is surely finite), thelz the 
system of fulzctions x,(t) has to be extended by means of a finite number of 
functions of the form t’i xi(t). 
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Obviously, the functions xi(t) or t’i xi(t) are of the type (1.2). In 
view of the simple behavior of the functions x;(t) for large values of t, 
the general solution can be studied easily and one can obtain stability 
conditions in the same way as in the case of differential equations. 
II. OUTLINES OF THE PROOF 
Since the coefficients of (1.5) are periodic, we get another solution z(t) 
out of the solution x(t) by putting Z(t) = x(t + u). Therefore, the sub- 
stitution t --t t + o induces a linear operator which operates in the space 
of the solutions: 
2=Lx. (2.1) 
In addition to (1.5) we consider the adjoint equation 
9 = - (Ao=(t)Y(t) + A,T(t)Y(t + h,) + . * * + A,T(t)Y(t + LJ) 0 < 43’) 
(2.2) 
where AT denotes the transposed matrix of A, and the corresponding 
operator L* is generated by the substitution t + t - o. Both of the opera- 
tors have the same eigenvalues. These are the zeros of the function 
f(z) = det (zI - Q,,“(A, + zdklA1 + . . . + z- km A,,,)). (2.3) 
Furthermore, we define a “scalar product” of solutions of (1.5) and (2.2) 
respectively by 
(x, Y) = XT y + c xT(r + U&(4 y(t) dt + . . . + (2.4) 
l-k, 
t 
F xT(r + Ibtn)-4n(t)~(~) dt. 
.I 
t-h, 
It is independent of t and we have the relation 
(Lx, y) = (x, L* Y) (2.5) 
by means of which one easily proves that the eigenvectors of the opera- 
tors L and L* form a biorthogonal system with regard to the scalar 
product. 
We then introduce some special solutions which are defined by the 
“forerun” zero and by the condition that, for t = to, only one component 
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is different from zero. It can be shown that each solution is representable 
as a scalar product of its forerun vector and these special solutions. On 
the other hand, these special solutions may be expanded into series of the 
eigenfunctions of L and L*. In the simplest case of the equations (1.7) the 
series in question is 
It can be considered as the sum of the residues of a certain analytic 
function and obtained by evaluating complex integrals of the inverse 
Laplacian type. 
-4s the series are uniformly convergent and as the scalar product 
contains finite integrations only, one is allowed to apply it term by term, 
and in that way one gets a development of the general solutions with 
regard to the eigenfunctions. That completes the proof. 
In the following, we put m = 2, because the case of two spans is 
sufficiently general. We first deal with the scalar equation (1.7) in all 
details. The matrix equation (1.5) is treated a bit more briefly, and we 
omit some exceptional cases to be defined below. 
III. THE OPERATORS L AND L* 
Let us consider a linear homogeneous difference differential equation 
with two spans, written in the form 
dp.Y 55 i(i) - A&)x(t) - A,(t)+ - It,) - A,@)x(t - h*) = 0. (3.1) 
The elements of the matrices Ai may be continuous and periodic with 
period CO. Furthermore, we assume that 
h, = k, cl), h, = k, w, 0 < k,< k,; k,, k, integers. (3.2) 
The foreruns - cf. (1.6) - may be continuous. The particular solution 
which is defined by the forerun z(t) and which is continuous at t = t, 
will be denoted by fl(t, z, t,).l Then we have 
p(h) + t - h,, z, to) = z(t) (0 < -c < 122) (3.3) 
and obviousl! 
P(t + mm, z, to + mo) = p(t, z, to) (3.1) 
for all positive integers 112. 
1 As for the existence and uniqueness of the solutions cf. for Instance Hahn L4;. 
Let x(t) be any solution of (3.1). As the coefficients are periodic the 
function Z(t) = x(t + o) is another solution. Therefore, the substitution 
t -+ t + OJ induces a substitution x + ? in the space of the solutions. 
U’e introduce the operator symbol K and write 
52 = Lx = x(t + CO). (3.5) 
Besides the equation (3.1) we consider the adjoist equation 
s!Z* z = - y(t) - A,=(t)y(t) - AIT(t)y(t + h,) - AsT(t)y(t + h,) = 0. (3.6) 
The solution is defined for t < t,,‘, and the condition corresponding to 
(3.3) is 
Y(4) + t) = z(t) (0 < r d 4). (3.7) 
If y(t) is as olution of (3.6), the function y(t - w) is a solution too. There- 
fore, one can define an operator L* by 
L*y=y(t-CO). (3.8)” 
IV. THE SCALAR PRODUCT 
Let x(t) and y(t) be solutions of (3.1) and (3.6) which are defined for 
t > to and t < to’ respectively. Within the interval t, < t < to’ the 
expression 
y’(Lx) - (L* y)T x (4.1) 
exists and as a matter of fact it is identically zero. On the other hand, 
the expression (4.1) proves to be the total derivative of 
(% y) = Y’(W) + 2 
t 
Y% + Qw~(~) dr 
i=l s I - h, 
whence 
(x, y) = const. 
In particular, we have 
(xv + 4, y(t)) = (449 YV - 4) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
* In the field of difference differential equations, the adjoint equation was 
introduced first by de Bruijn [Z] and then used extendedly by Bellman and Cooke [l]. 
As these authors are dealing with nonperiodic coefficients, they give a somewhat 
different definition of the adjoint equation. 
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which may be written in the form 
(Lx, y) = (% L* y). 
It justifies the notation “adjoint operators.“3 
iti 
(4.5) 
\‘. EIGENELEMENTS OF THE OPERATORS 
IVe ask for eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the operator I, i.e. for 
numbers 1 and solutions x(t) satisfying the relation 
Lx = 2x. (5.1) 
From (3.5) and (5.1), one gets 
x(t + hi) = Aki x(t) (i = 1, 2). (5.2) 
Replacing t by t + 12, in the equation (3.1) and considering (5.2) we 
obtain a linear homogeneous differential equation for the eigenvectors. 
After division by Ik*, the equation is 
a(t) = (A,(t) + I.-k1 A,(t) + A-k, A,(t))x(t). (5.3) 
It has to be solved under the condition 
x(t, + w) = AX(t,) 
which comes from (5.1). Using the notation 
w = 4(t) + Yk’ 4(t) + Yk’ A,(t) 
we get the solution in closed form, 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
x(t) = sz’f,(P(A- l)&. 
The Lrector & which depends on t, satisfies the equation 
Ai0 = Lqf”(P(A-l))i,. 
The Q-matrices have the propert! 
22; = Lg l-2:: 
and because of the periodicity, we have 
Q$ ==Ll:::. 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
3 The scalar product has been introduced by de Bruijn [.ij 
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Applying these relations to (5.6) and (5.7) we readily see that the eigen- 
vectors (5.6) are independent of the initial moment t,. They only depend 
on the equation. We therefore write 
x(t) = f2~t(P(a-‘))xo. (5.10) 
Here, 3, is a root of the so-called chavactevistic equation 
f(z) = det (21 - J2eW(P(z-l))) = 0 (5.11) 
and for x,,, we have 
QoqP(a-l))xo = ax,. (5.12) 
To obtain the eigenelements of the adjoint operator Lz*, we proceed from 
the adjoint equation (3.6) and get 
y(t) = f&y - P’(P)) y,. (5.13) 
But the matrices G(Q) and ~2(- Q’) are connected by 
J-&T- QT) = V4,YQ))T' (5.14) 
which relation may be proved as follows: Let X and Y be fundamental 
matrices of the two adjoint differential equations 
.k=Qx and y= -Q1 y. 
Then the product XT Y is independent of t. If X and Y are written as 
O-matrices, the constant matrix must be the unit matrix I, and (5.14) 
follows. Therefore, the eigenvectors of L* map be written in the 
form 
y(t) = v&w~-l))T Yo. (5.15) 
The condition for a leads to the same characteristic equation (5.10), 
that means, the operators L and L* have the same eigenvalues. The 
vector y. fulfils the condition 
ay, = (Qom(P(a-l))T yo. (5.16) 
From (4.5) it follows that the eigenvectors x1 and ya(, corresponding to 
different eigenvalues 1 and 1’, are orthogonal with regard to the scalar 
product, because of the relation (LxA, ylt) = (x1, L* yA*) whence 
(ilxn, ylr) = (x1, 2’ yl<) and (1 - 1’) (x~, yas) = 0. Therefore, 
@a, YP)’ = 0 (A # a (5.17) 
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\.'I. THE GREEN'S FUNCTION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL DIFFERENCE 
EQUATIOK 
In the following, we consider matrix solutions of (3.1), i.e., matrices, 
the columns of which are solution vectors. Let K(t, ,zi) he a particular 
matrix solution defined by 
K(t, 2.4) = 0 (t -c 4 ; lqt, f) = I. (6.1) 
Analogously, the matrix K*(t, U) may satisfy the adjoint equation with 
regard to the variable t and the condition 
K*(t, Zl) = 0 (z > 4 ; k’yz, t) = I. 
Now let x(t) be an arbitrary solution of (3.1). 14-e consider the scalar 
product (x(t), K*(t, u)) which, of course, is a vector depending on the 
parameter u. Because of (4.3) it is independent of t. Using (4.2) we obtain 
2 I 
[X(t), K*(t, Z4)] = K*‘(t, U)%(t) + 2 
i 
K*T(t + Cc,, t)Ai(T)X(t) dt. (6.2) 
i=l t-hi 
If t = U, the integrals vanish, and the first term becomes X(U). Therefore 
X@) = [x(t), K*(t, u)l (6.3) 
i.e. each special solution may be represented in a closed form by means 
of the matrix solution K(t, u) provided its values lying within an 
interval of length h, are known. Taking as x(t) the solution y defined 
in Section III, the first term on the right hand side in (6.2) becomes 
K*T(t,, ~)$(t, z, to) and the integrals may be transformed into 
‘1, 
i 
‘K*T(t, + t, U)A,(t)p(t, + t - hi, z, to) dt (i = 1, 2). 
II 
As the argument of z is less than t,, one has to take the values of the 
forerun, and one finally gets (with t for u) 
.> hi 
P(t> z, 4,) = K*=(&, t)p(t,, z, to) + 2 
-1 
K*V,, + t, f,)di(t)z(t + h, - hi) dz. 
i=l 0 
(6.4) 
If we substitute for ~5 the columns of K(t, t,) we obtain the relation 
W, 4,) = K*T(to, t) (6.5) 
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and from (6.4) we finally get 
9 hi - 
NJ ZJ 4) = K(4 ~o)P(b Z~4l) + 2 
I 
K(h to + t)A&)z(t + k, - h;) at. 
i=l 0 
(6.6) 
That representation enables us to find out the solution for any arbitrary 
argument if the initial values, the forerun, and the matrix solution K(t, U) 
are known. The solution K(t, U) corresponds exactly to the Green func- 
tion of an ordinary differential equation. 
VII. THE SCALAR EQUilTION OF THE FIRST ORDER 
We now consider the scalar equation (1.8) with two spans and 
specialize the results of the last sections. The eigenfunctions are 
t 
x(t) = exp 
(I 
(a,,(t) + L- ki al(t) + ;2- kn ~~(7)) dt (7.1) 
0 
where ), is a zero of the characteristic function 
w 
f(z) = z - exp 
(I 
(a,,(t) + z- ‘1 al(t) + rk: aa( dt (7.2) 
0 
and the eigenfunctions of the adjoint equation are the reciprocal func- 
tions (7.1), 
Y(l) = b(d)-‘. 
To study the characteristic function we introduce the notation 
w 
P(v) = 1 (uob) + vku&) + vk. a&)) dt 
0 
and write 
f(z) = z( 1 - z-1 es+-‘)). 
Obviously, the eigenvalues equal the reciprocal zeros of 1 
or equal the reciprocal zeros of 
q(v) = log (zMV)) = log v + P(v). 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
vep (4 
(7.6) 
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Putting 
one obtains an exponential ~olynomiai 
h(s) = s - b, - ble-kls - b2eekz‘ 
;!I 
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
where 
(7.X) 
The zeros of functions of the type (7.7) have been studied thoroughly.4 
If they are arranged in order of their absolute value, they satisfy an 
asymptotic formula, holding for large values of the index Y: 
(7.9) 
(c complex, a positive). 
Therefore, all the zeros lie in a left-hand half plane. For the zeros z’, of 
(74, one gets 
Z’, = cy”.). 
The zeros of (7.7) asymptotically equal the zeros of 
(7.10) 
s - b2eek*“, (7.11) 
the contribution of the two remaining terms being asymptotically small. 
Correspondingly, the roots of f(z) = 0 asymptotically equal the roots of 
z - exp (b, z- kt) = 0. (7.12) 
The multiple roots of f(z) = 0 simultaneously satisfy the equations f(z) = o 
and f’(z) = 0 whence one gets the algebraic equation z + $‘(z-1) = 0 
by eliminating the exponential term. Therefore, the number of multiple 
roots is finite at most. 
Let .z, be a zero of order m and put v0 = z,,-l. Because of the relation 
1 4- q, exp (p(v,)) = 0, we have 
fYve@(“)) = o 
dV” 
(R= l,:! ,...) m-l). 
1’ = I’@ 
(7.13) 
4 Cf. Langer [S]. 
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Differentiating the identity [cf. (7.5)] 
Z'=P WH = exp M41 
k times and observing that (eq)’ = q’ eq, we get 
dk(veP) dk-l(q’e4) ------= 
dvk dvk-1 = zeq+ (k- l)&(eq)‘+ . . . . 
(7.14) 
At z’ = v0 we have eq = 1. Furthermore, we see from (7.13) 
(7.15) 
Putting v = z+, in (7.14) one observes in view of (7.13) and (7.15) that 
on the right hand side all terms disappear except the first term provided 
k < 2m - 1 as each term contains one vanishing factor at least. 
Therefore 
& [-f(z)] =qp 2 (v = vo; k= 1,. ..,2m- 1). 
(7.16) 
VIII. THE EXTENDED BIORTHOGONAL SYSTEM 
We consider the functions (7.1) and (7.3) as functions of the parameter 3, 
which will be denoted by z. Of course, these functions are no solutions 
if z is different from an eigenvalue. The derivative of any function with 
respect to 1 is understood as the derivative with respect to z at the value 
z = il. We form the scalar product of the general functions (7.1) and (7.3) 
and observing the periodicity we obtain [cf. (7.4) and (7.8)] 
(%, y) = 1 + e-k&W’) k, b, + e- kd(r-‘) k, b,. W) 
At z = I, 1 being an eigenvalue, we have 
and therefore 
exp &~(z-~)](~= 1 = 1 
(x,y) = 1 + klb,l-kl + k,b,A-k’. (8.2) 
But as one can easily verify the right-hand side equals the derivative 
f’(z) at z = 1. It follows: The scalar product of two eigenftinctions belonging 
to the same eigenvalzce equals the value of the characteristic functiort at z = A. 
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[Ve denote the right-hand side of (8.1) by g(u) with u = esp @(z-l)) 
and calculate the successive derivatives with respect to z at a multiple 
zero of f(z). Repeating the analysis leading to (7.16) we get the statement : 
If i is an eigenvalzle of ovder na, the scalar product, as a fuuctiou of z, has a 
zero of order m - 1 at z = A, mtd there holds the formula 
dk(X, Y) dk+’ f 
dz” dzk +I 
(k=O,l,..., 2m-2; z= 1). (8.3) 
If L is a multiple root of f(z), we have (x, ;v) = 0. Therefore, the 
functions x, y will not form a biorthogonal system, but one has to extend 
the system as it is done for instance in the theory of linear integral 
equations. 
Let m >, 2 be the order of the eigenvalue 1. \%‘e denote the correspond- 
ing eigenfunction (7.1) by x0(t) and define a set of functions x,(t) by means 
of the conditions 
LX; = 2.X; + Xi-1 (i= 1,2,. ..,m-1). (8.4) 
By definition we have 
Kx, = Ax, (8.5) 
which is equivalent to the relation [cf. (7.4)] 
x&t + 4 = exp CP(+h(t) (z = A). (8.6) 
Differentiating (8.6) with respect to z, we get 
ax,v + 4 aCepI ax,(t) 
a2 = x x,(t) + ep -gy. (8.7) 
At z = 1, we ha\:e ep = 1 and ae*/az = 1, therefore the right-hand side 
of (8.7) becomes 
On the other hand, the function x,,(t) becomes a solution of (3.1) if z = il, 
i.e., the expression 
,14x0 G ((zrkl - ewk”)al + (z-&a - e-k~P)a2)xo (8.9) 
is identically zero for z = A. By differentiating (8.9) one gets 
a 2 
9 i 2 1 = - Ly (kiz-l(zeki - zp’ e- kiP)ai)xo + 2 (zdki - edksP)a, 2. 
i=l ,=1 
(8.10) 
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At z = 1, the first sum is zero, whereas the factor of ax,laz is zero if and 
only if 
i.e., if 
z -ki _ Zp’ e-%P = 0 (i = 1,2) 
(1 - z#‘),= 1 = 0. 
In that case, )i is a double root and the function 
is a solution of Eq. (3.1). But then we have 
axott + 4 = L ax,(t) __. 
a.2 a2 
as the operator L is applicable to solutions only. Therefore, the two 
equations (8.7) and (8.8) are equivalent to the single equation 
(8.11) 
which is the first equation (8.4). By continuing the procedure, we obtain 
the following theorem: If il is an eigenvalue of order m, the equations 
(8.4) are satisfied by the functions 
i aix, 
%Ct) = 3 q 
( ) 
E = 1. 
Similarly, one gets a set of functions y&) defined by 
y&) = x&-l; L* yi = IYi + yi- 1 (i=l,...,m- 
One easily obtains 
y$) = A a"yo 
( i i! a9 z=L' 
Using (4.5), (8.4), and (8.14) one gets 
(G-1, Yj) = bi, Yi-1) (i,j=l,2 ,..., m-l). 
(8.12) 
(8.14) 
(8.15) 
Differentiating the left-hand side of (8.3) and using the rule of Leibniz, 
we have (dashes denote the derivative with respect z) 
,,,W, yo’k - “) zz f’k - 1) 0,). 
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1Ve introduce the functions xi and yi, defined by (8.11) and (8.14) respec- 
tively, whence 
k! 2 (x,, yk -,) = /(k-l)(A). (8.16) 
r=O 
Let be k < m - 1. Then, because of (8.15), in (8.16) all the brackets 
have the same value, and it follows 
(& y.) = !ci+i,+l)(A) 
7 (t+I+l)! 
(i + j < m - 1). (8.17) 
For i + j < m - 1, the right-hand side equals zero. If k > m, some 
functions xi, yi occur the index of which is greater than m - 1. These 
functions are not solutions generally; therefore, we cannot apply (4.5) 
to follow (8.15). But nevertheless, the relations (8.15) may be proved 
step by step. Starting, for instance, from 
differentiating with respect to z, putting z = 1, and comparing the 
formulas, we obtain 
(Xl, Ym - 1) = (X0> mm) 
etc. Finally, we get 
(Xi, Yj) = 
f(i-tifl)(J) 
(i+j+ l)! 
(i,j<m- 1). (8.18) 
From (4.5) one easily observes that all xi are orthogonal to all ?‘j 
in case they belong to different eigenvalues. If xi and >[? belong to the 
same eigenvalue of order m, one obtains 
(Xi, Yj) = 0 (i+j-xm--1); (x~,Y~-I-J#O. (8.19) 
As we need the corresponding relation for all couples (i, j) we apply a 
linear transformation to the functions Xi putting 
Zj=Xj+ClXi-1+ .a. +CjXo (8.20) 
where the numbers ci have to be found. Because of (8.15) and (8.19) 
we have 
vi, Yj) = 0 (i+j<m--I), (8.21) 
(a, Yj) = (k-1, Yj+1). (8.22) 
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We choose the numbers ci so that 
(An-l, Yi) = 0 (j= 1,2,. ..,m- 1). (8.23) 
Then we have (32i, yi) = 0 (i + j # m - 1) because of (8.22) and 
(ii, yrn- 1 -;) # 0 because of (8.19); that means the functions &, yi 
form a biorthogonal system. 
The condition (8.23) leads to the equations 
(Gn - 1, Yl) + Cl(hn - 2, Yl) = 0, 
h - 1, Yz) + c,(Gn - 2, YJ + c&m - 3, yz) = 0, (8.24) 
(hz-1, Ym-11) + C1(%i-% Ym-1) + 
c&-3, ym-1) + *. * + cm-l(4) Ym-1) = 0. 
These equations may be solved for cr,. . . , c, _ r as the determinant of 
the system equals a power of (x,,, _ s, yr) = (1,/m!) fim)(A) # 0. We finally 
introduce the normed functions 
and denote the dependence of the eigenvalue 1 by means of an other 
index. Then we have the theorem: 
The functions f,i, jjns$, I’ = A,, A,, . . . ; i, j = 0, 1,. . . , ml - 1) jorm 
a normed biorthogofzal system with regard to the scalar product: 
(Q, y’a;.) = 0 (J.#l.‘or il=L’, i+j#ml-1), (8.25) 
(q, P+) = 1 ‘(i+j=ma- 1). 
Now we have to prove that this biorthogonal system is complete in the 
space of solutions. 
IX. THE EXPANSION OF THE GREEN FUNCTION 
We consider the sum 
gltS u, = 22 ‘Aj (4 Ylt, - 1 - i t”) (9.1) 
a i 
which contains all the functions of the extended biorthogonal system. 
As for the convergence, we may omit the terms which correspond to 
multiple eigenvalues because their number is finite. To check the conver- 
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gence, we therefore consider the terms corresponding to single eigenvalues, 
namely, 
1 
/mexpCl &j(t) i- A- kl u,(t) + A- kz U$(T)) d7. 
I 
(9.2) 
Using the results of Section VII, we see that f’(A) = O(ii- ‘2) and the 
exponential factor is O(exp (A- ka Ji C+(T) do: Jo” up(t) dr). No~v, as 
1, = O(v- l/r,) [cf. (7.10)] we obtain that the expression (9.2) is O(Y-“I) 
where 
t <‘, . . 
p = 1 + a&) dr: as(t) d7. I I . I I) 
Therefore, the series is absolutely convergent if p > 1, which is to sal 
if the function a&) is permanently different from zero, which condition 
grants the positivity of the rate of integrals. That is the condition for- 
mulated in Section I. 
We now consider the terms of (9.1) which belong to an eigenvalue 
of order m > 1. The corresponding sum has m summands; with the 
notations, introduced in 8, we may write it in the form 
Here we omitted the index ;1 and put co = 1. By changing the order of 
summation we get 
m-1 m-1 m-1 m--l-/ 
z Cj c 
r v Xi-jym-l-j=& Cl /. xv ym - 1 - I - I 
j=o j=j j=O r=O 
and using (8.12) and (8.14) we find the sum over Y to be 
+>I - 1 - j 
1 Y 
r!(m - 1 - j - r)! ,z 
.o(r)yo(m-l-~-‘) = (;;;~:-,;ii(xor,)i--‘-‘~. 
Therefore the sum of terms of the series (9.1) which corresponds to the 
eigenvalue ii may be written as 
,?I - 1 
1 m! 
f’“V) .* --,Jy trn _ 1 _ p citxo(t)Yo(“))(“-l-i’. 
(9.3) 
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We are going to prove that this expression equals the residue of the function 
x,,(t)yJu)/f(z) at the pole z = 2. We put f(z) = (z - ,I)m h(z). Then the 
residue equals 
Expanding (9.4) according to the formula of Leibniz we get 
m-1 
R=z ’ 
i=. iw- 1 -i)! 
(x0 y,,)(” - l -i) (h-l(z))(i)j, = A. 6-w 
We will prove that 
1 d’(h-l) m!ci -__I =--. 
j! dzj I= a f(“)(;z) 
(9.6) 
Then we have completed the desired proof, since (9.3) and (9.5) are 
exactly the same expressions. 
To obtain (9.6), we differentiate the identity h * h-l = 1 with respect 
to z, and use 
f(“+k)(A) = (m ;! ‘)! h@‘(A). 
We obtain the equations 
;-JqI’+ /.y 
’ fh+i--iJ(h-l)(i) = o 
i=l (m+i-j)!j! 
(z = A) 
which is the same system as (8.24) if we multiply by f(“)(A) = m!h(il) 
and consider (9.6). 
The theorem just proved enables us to regard the function (9.1) as 
the sum of the residues of 
exp (1 (%(d + Z- k1 al(z) + z- kvz2(r)) dt 
u - 
f(z) 
(9.7) 
at the zeros of the denominator. The numerator of (9.7) may be replaced 
by any other function which takes the same values at the zeros of the 
denominator as the numerator of (9.7). For instance, at z = 1, we have, 
using the notation (9.8) 
exp (z-k.) = z- l/b, exp 43 + bl - b z -k, 
2 
(9.8) 
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and Me can replace the numerator of (9.7) b! 
1 . 
fi’ exp [J( a&) - g%,(T) dt + I- k1 2 ) (. al(t) - 2 u*(t) d-c 2 11 
As for the numerator, we can replace it by the function 
/l(Z) = logz - p(z-Y, (9.10) 
since the residue at a multiple pole is defined by the derivati\.es of order 
m, m + 1,. . ., 2m - 1, and we know from (7.16) that the derivatives 
f@)(z) and fr@)(z) (K = m, m + 1,. . . , 2m - 1) have the same value at a 
zero z = 1 of order m. 
If we integrate the function (9.7) on any closed path which does 
not enclose the origin we will get the same result after taking (9.9) as 
numerator and (9.10) as denominator because the sum of the residues 
is not changed. Introducing the variable s by z = es we get an integral 
with the denominator h(s), defined in (7.7). It is unique and we need no 
restrictions concerning the path of integration. (The residue of j(z) at 
2 = 0 is zero.) Since the zeros of h(s) are situated in a left hand half 
plane - cf. [7] - one may calculate the integral in the usual way b! 
integrating along a suitable semicircle with increasing radius.5 Since the 
contribution of the arc will become as small as one likes, one finally gets 
the sum of residues in the form 
where h(s) is defined by (7.7) and g(s) is either 
(9.11) 
(a&T) + e-“h,(t) + e- k*s a&t)) do 
u 
5 Cf. Hahn 151. 
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or because of (9.9) 
t t 
exp al(z) - + a2(t) dz e- ks eys. (9.12) 
2 ) 1 u 1‘ 
If we use the last function as numerator g(s) we have an integral of the 
inverse Laplacian type with y as original variable. 
There are some (sufficient) conditions which guarantee that a given 
function #(s) is the Laplace transform of a function v(y) and that p(y) 
may be obtained by means of the so called complex inversion formula.6 
One easily verifies these condition in the case of the integral (9.11). As a 
matter of fact, the function l//z(s) is a Laplace transform too, the original 
function being the particular solution of the differential difference equation 
dp, & = bo F(Y) + 4 dr - h) + b2 dy - 4) 
which is zero for y < 0 and has the value 1 at y = 0.7 As the function 
g(t, ti) is represented by an inverse Laplacian integral, one immediately 
getss 
g(t, u) = 0 0 < 4 (9.14) 
as y < 0 implies t < ti. Furthermore, the factor of t+” in (9.12) is of the 
type 1 + O(t - u), and as the inverse integral is uniformly convergent, 
we obviously have 
xfim 
g(t, 4 = & 
I 
cds+O(t-ti). 
h(s) 
x--im 
Therefore, for t + u + we get 
lim g(t, 2d) = lim 1 
y-+0+ 27Gi 
“‘” ds 
44 
and in virtue of the just mentioned property of l/h(s) the latter limit is 1. 
Consequently, the function g(t, U) satisfies the conditions (6.1) which 
6 Cf. Doetsch [3], p. 264. 
7 Cf. Hahn [5]. 
* Cf. Doetsch [3]. 
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have been established for the Green function k(t, zt). Therefore, we ha\e 
g(t, U) = k(t, u), and the Green function k(t, U) may be represented 1,~ 
the series (9.1). The espansion corresponds to the well known espansion 
of the kernel of a symmetric integral equation. 
X. THE EXPANSION OF THE GENERAL SOLUTION 
From the last results, we quickly get the main theorem, formulated 
in Section I. As the series (9.1) is convergent absolutely and uniformly- 
with regard to the variable u (which follows from Section IX), provided 
t > t, > u (tt fixed), one is allowed to apply the integrations of (6.5) term 
by term. One gets an expansion 
and the ‘*Fourier coefficients” may be represented by means of the adjoint 
eigenfunctions, 
1. hi 
Pi?. = pp,, 2, hJY~i(to) + 2 1 Pu(t, + T)U~(T)Z(T + h, - A,) d7. 
(10.2) 
i=l i, 
The functions gii occuring in (10.1) are of the form (1.2), which immediatel!. 
follows from (7.1), (7.2), and (8.12). So the main theorem is completeI\. 
prol.ed in the scalar case. 
XI. THE GENERAL EQUATION OF FIRST DEGREE 
\\‘e now return to the general equation (3.1). It also covers systems 
of higher order as it is possible to write any equation of higher order as 
a system of equations of first order. Further, the general equation (3.1) 
comprehends equations the spans of which are rational, not necessarib 
integer multiples of the period UJ. For if the spans are of the form 
(i = 1,2,. . ., m) 
where ki, li and I are integers and 0 < 1, < 1, then we put 
xi(t) = x t - $w 
i 1 
(j = 0, 1,. . , I - 1) 
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and write the original equation 
m ,R 
&J(t) = 2 a&)x& - hi) = 2 a$)xr,(t - k;oJ). (11.1) 
I=0 I=0 
Setting this equation for t - lj o/l (i =: 1,. . . , I - I), one gets a system 
of the type 
2?(t) = i ai,(t)Xi(t - ki, 0) (11.2) 
i=O 
which is equivalent to the equation (11.1) and the spans of which are 
integer multiples of the period OJ. Although both the scalar equation of 
higher degree and the equation of type (11.1) may be written as a first 
degree system, the main theorem proved in the following sections cannot 
be applied immediately-. \Ve therefore shall exclude these two cases. 
(Cf. Section XV.) 
In the following, we have to deal with Q-matrices depending on a 
parameter. First let be 
P(t) = P,(t) + yP,(t) + . . . + yk Pk(t) 
and for brevit! 
Q:@(P) = H(k Y)? 
y being a real or complex parameter. Then we hal-e 
(11.3) 
(11.4) 
t 
!!!$A =H(& y) 
i 
H'(7, y) 33(r, Y) fir. (11.5) 
to 
To prove this formula, we write the solution of 
in the form 
i = Pz (11.6) 
2 = H(t, y)z,. (11.7) 
By differentiating (11.6) with respect to y we get an inhomogeneous dif- 
ferential equation &lay the solution of which may easily be written in 
closed form. Comparing it with the derivative of (11.7) one obtains (11.5). 
Furthermore, we have: The elements of H(t, y) are integer functions, 
the order of which does not exceed the nzGmber k. Let p be an upper limit 
of the elements of Pi(t) (i = 0,. . . , k) within the given interval (to, tl). 
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If y is sufficiently large, the number (k + l)fi(y\k is a limit for the elements 
of P(t). Let E denote the matrix with all its elements equal to 1. Then, 
considering the series (1.4) for H(t, y), we can estimate its general 
term b! 
(p(k + l)lylk)” E’ J-L. 
Y! 
Therefore, the matrix H(t, y) is majorized by esp @(k + l)?@ tE), which 
means its elements are permanently convergent power series and their 
order is at most K. 
If the coefficient P&) of yk is nonsingular and has single eigenvalues 
for all values of t, it may be linearily transformed into a diagonal matris 
without changing the general character of (11.3). We therefore assume 
that Pk is a diagonal matrix already. Now put yk = 11 + iv. The 
imaginary part zl has no influence upon the rate of increasing of n(p) 
which can be proved as follows: Put P = Q + irPk and consider the 
differential equation 
If 
?‘(t) = Py(t) = (Q + ivPk)y(t). 
one obtains 
and as Pk is diagonal, 11 only occurs in elements of absolute \value 1. 
Similarly, one recognizes: If P = Q + zPk, z being a parameter, and 
if Q = o(z), and if further P, is a diagonal matrix with elements larger 
than s > 0, then in case z < 0 we have 
sz(P) = o(e-slq. (11.X) 
One gets that result by estimating the contribution of Q as above by a 
suitable upper limit and the term, which depends on z, by a lower limit, 
the comparing matrix being 
exp (qE - sl+) = exp (- +I) exp (@), 
and we have y = o(z). 
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Now let us consider the characteristic polynomial 
g(z, y) = det [zI - H(t, y)] (11.9) 
and decompose it into linear factors: 
g(z, y) = (z - WI(Y)) . . . (z - z&(y)). (11.10) 
We shall not indicate that g depends on t, because it is not essential. 
As for g, the coefficients of the powers of z are integer functions of order k 
at most. About the multiple valued functions Wi(y) we know that they 
are finite if y is finite, that they are different from zero because of 
H(t, y) # 0 and that they are increasing at most as an integer function 
of order k, i.e., 
. 
(11.11) 
If Sp(Ph) denotes the sum of the elements of the main diagonal of Pk and if 
. 
i 
sp(pk) dr # 0, 
t, 
the function det H(t, y) is exactly of order k with regard to y because 
of the well known formula 
det L&(P) = det H(t, y) = exp S$(P) dt. (11.12) 
to 
In that case, at least one element of H(t, y) is of the exact order k, and at 
least for one i the sign of equality in (11.11) is correct. 
Not let us find a matrix 
with the property 
Using the notation 
we obviously have 
WY) = B, y + B, y2 + . . . 
w (B(Y)) = Wt Y). 
fw, Y) = %P) + yH,(t) + * . * 
H,(t) = QiP,) 
(11.13) 
(11.14) 
(11.15) 
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and without loss of generality we may assume H, = I. Then we get 
H(t, y) = I + yL(r’) (11.16) 
where L = H, + yH, + . . Now, if y is sufficiently small one mav 
espand log (I + yL) into a series of powers of yL, and comparing the 
coefficients of equal powers of y, one gets 
B, = H,, B, = H, - &H12, . 
Let be /z~ the particular element of Hi which has the maximum absolute 
value, f being fixed. Then the integer function 
1 + h, y + h, y2 + . . . (11.17) 
majorizes the elements of H(t, y) and the series of the logarithmus of 
(11.17) majorizes the series for the elements of the matrix B(y). Con- 
sequently, these series are convergent for y sufficiently small. On the 
other hand, the series for B(y) cannot be divergent unless H(t, y) ceases 
from being finite and nonsingular. Therefore, the elements of B(y) must 
be integral functions of y. 
We consider the characteristic polynomial 
4~ Y) = det [d - B(y)1 (11.18) 
the coefficients of which are integral functions of y. 1f.e decompose it 
into linear factors 
w4 Y) = (u - q(y)) . . . (,u - Zf”(Y)) (11.19) 
and because of (11.14) and (11.10) we get, if the indices are chosen in 
suitable way, that 
exp (G(y) = x’i(y). (11.20) 
From (11.11) it follows that the functions ui(y) are increasing at most 
as polynomials in y. The same statement holds for the coefficients of 
b(u, y): these coefficients must be polynomials. The degree of the 
coefficient of u’ cannot exceed rk. 
XII. THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION 
We specialize the results of Section XI to the matrices occuring in 
Section Y. Put y = z-l, 
w = 4&) + z- kl A,(t) + z- ka A&), 
@I(P) = H(t, z-1) 
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and for brevity 
H(w, z-1) = K(z) (t = co). 
-4ccording to the former notation we have 
g(.z, z-l) = f(z). 
From (11.9) we see that the absolute term of g(~, z-l) equals 
(12.1) 
(12.2) 
detK(z) = exp(rS$(P) dr)- 
0 
In (11.18) we put y = e-‘, u = s. We get the function 
b(s, ems) = v(s) (12.3) 
which is an exponential polynomial of the variable s. Comparing the 
corresponding zeros of (12.2) and (12.3) we get 
A, = exp (s,). (12.4) 
To prove this formula, we consider 
f(z) = det [K(z)] det (zK1 - I). 
If the determinant vanishes, the matrix 
log (ZK’) = I log z - B(z-1) 
must have at least one eigenvalue zero whence 
det [Ilogz - B(z-l)] = 0 
or, putting z = es, 
det [s1 - B(e- “)I = 0. 
On the left-hand side we have b(s, 6). From (11.9) we deduce that the 
coefficient of the highest power of z-l or e-’ respectively is 
0 
From (11.19) one realizes that the exponential polynomial v(s) generally 
has n families of zeros, satisfying the equations 
s - vi(e-S) = 0 (i=1,2 ,..., n). 
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For each family, there holds a relation of the type (7.S)g and according to 
(12.4), one gets 
qkz= --+0(I) (12.5) 
where r is the number of the eigenvalue A,. LCf. also (7.12).1 In the 
following, we assume that all the eigenvalues are simple. To form the 
eigenvectors according to Section I’, we need the eigenvectors of the 
matrix K(z), defined in (lZ.l), for z = 1. iYe define a matrix M(z) by 
the relation 
(d - K(z))M(z) = f(z)l. (12.6) 
As is well known, the matrix M(z) for z = ii is of rank 1 provided that i 
is simple which we assumed. Therefore, one can find two vectors i’ 
and ZP, depending on 1, in such a way that 
M(A) = l!W1. (12.7) 
LC’e need the moduli of z’ and W. To get them, we are assuming that M(A) 
has been transformed into the triangle form by means of an unitary 
matrix U which can always be found. The transformed matrix M has onl\. 
one single element different from zero, and that is 
p(l) = (z-zu2) . . . (z - w,)l,= A = wzs y) __- 
3Z 
(I’=“-1: z=q 
(12.8) 
(We assume that I is a root of z = We.) On the other hand, the transformed 
matrix may be written by means of the transformed vectors in the form 
(Uv) 0 (w)‘. As the transformation CT does not change the modulus, 
we obtain 
(211 (WI = /uo/ py = p(A). (12.9) 
If we want to get the eigenvectors of the matrix B(I) we may make 
use of M(il) too: because of B = log K, the matrices B and K have 
the same eigenvectors, and the columns of M are eigenvectors of B(A). 
But these vectors also equal the columns of a matrix N which is defined 
by B as M bp K. We introduce it bl 
jsl - B(e- “)]N(.s) = 9 @)I. 
B Cf. Langer [6]. 
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At a zero si of (s), N is of the form 
N,fj$T 
and as above we get 
IdI lz4 = 
i?b(u, e-S) 
au u=s; s=si = 4s). (12.10) 
Using unit vectors, we have 
M(l) = p(l)W; N(Si) = Y(S$w. (12.11) 
XIII. THE BIORTHOGONAL SYSTEM 
Let us consider two eigenvectors (5.10) and (5.15), which belong to 
the same eigenvalue, and let us form the scalar product according to (4.2). 
We consider the relation (5.2) and the corresponding relation for the 
adjoint eigenvectors and use the notation (11.14). We get 
(x, y) = yo(z + A-k1 j H’A,Hdt + A-ha (H’A.Hd+o. (13.1) 
- h, - h, 
Decomposing the intervals of integration into k, or k, respectively 
intervals of Iength 01 and using (5.2) and the periodicity of A, and A,, 
one obtains 
(x,y)= RT(Z+k~i-*.j~~A~~~~+I-~~IH’A.Xdr)S. (13.2) 
0 0 
Because of (11.5), the right-hand side matrix equals the derivative of 
Iz - K(z) with respect to z at z = A, i.e. 
(x, Y(l) = yoT(zZ - K(z))‘!z= a %J. (13.3) 
We differentiate the equation (12.6) with respect to z and get 
(I - K’)M + (ZZ - K)M’ = f’ z 
whence after multiplying by M and using (12.6) 
M(Z - K’)M + fM’ = f’M 
Putting 2 = A, one gets, as f(A) = 0, 
M(il)(Z - K’(il))M(il) = f’(A)M(A). (13.4) 
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As the elements of the left-hand side matris are of the form (13.3), we 
obtain the theorem: The scalar Product of two adjoirLt eigenoectors zuhich, 
heloltg to the same eigenvalace 1 is proportional to the zlallce of the claar- 
ncteristic functiorl f’(z) at z = 1. As the eigenvalues are assumed to be 
simple, we have f’(A) # 0. \l.e therefore can norm the eigenvectors 
and attain (yl., j>~) = n,,. 
XIV. THE GREEN MATRIX OF THE DIFFERENTIAL DIFFERENCE EQUATION 
We make the additional assumption that the eigenvalues of the 
matrix AZ(t) are simple and permanently different from zero, and all 
of them have the same sign. Then we can transform the equation (3.1) 
by means of a linear transformation with bounded periodic coefficients 
into an equivalent equation in which the matris A, is diagonal. That 
transformation will not influence the main theorem to be proved. We 
consider the series 
qt,@) = )lszdip(~-l)lM(il)S1,OLY(I-')I 
- f’(l) 
(14.1) 
where the summation extends over all eigenvalues. It will be discussed 
in the same way as the series (9.1). Introducing the matrix M,(A) which 
belongs to the matrix QUo(P) as M belongs to Q,“(P) we can write (14.1) 
in the form 
qt u) = ~QmwlM,o -_I 
1. f’(A) 
From (14.1), one readily sees the relation [cf. (6.5)] 
G(t, u) = G*=(U, t). 
According to (11.9) and (12.2) the function f(z) contains the summand 
0 . 
det K(z) = exp SP(P(Z-~)) dz. J 
0 
The exponent is a polynomial which may be denoted by p,(z-l). Con- 
sequently, the derivative f’(z) contains a summand 
z-~ pl’(rl) exp [pl(z-‘)I. (14.2) 
If z equals an eigenvalue, the exponential factor will be O(P) because 
of f(l) = 0, therefore, the summand (14.2) will be O(P-k~-l). Now, 
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it may happen that some more summands of f’(L) are O(I” -‘s - ‘) and 
in such a way that the order of f’(A) with regard to ;1 is acted upon. \T?e 
shall exclude that possibility and assume that 
for all L.l” 
f’(l) = O(P--s--1) (14.3) 
From (12.11) and (12.9) we get M(1) = O(p(n)) = 0(1”-i). To get 
an estimation of the matrix Q(P(n-i)) which occurs in (14.1) we make 
use of the assumption that A, is diagonal and the analysis leading to (11.8). 
[Cf. also (7.12).] Regarding the equation 
det [U - J&~(A&)~- ka)] = 0 
as an approximation of the characteristic equation we immediately see 
that the eigenvalues approximately satisfy equations of the type 
n-cxp[~-k:j.(~)&]=O 
0 
where a(t) denotes any diagonal element of A,(t). Because these elements 
are supposed to be different from zero and to be all of the same sign, 
we obtain 
Re [A- kn a(t)] < 0 
and the above mentioned analysis holds good for both of the signs. 
Therefore, the elements of the matrix in question are O(exp [AWka q(t - u)]) 
where the numbers 4 are positive. From the asymptotic expression for 1 
we get 
exp (Lmk) = O(rm6) 
6 being a certain positive number. From all these estimations we finally 
obtain that the general term of the series (14.1) is O(r-ieE) where E > 0 
provided t - u > 0. Consequently, the series is absolutely convergent 
in case t > U. 
As in Section IX the components of series (14.1) may be considered 
as sums of residues of certain analytic functions. We put 
z = es (14.4) 
10 For these exceptional cases, cf. Hahn [5]. 
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and make use of (ll.lO), (11.18), and (11.20). If we transform the deriv- 
ative with respect to z into the derivative with respect to s, we have to 
multiply by the quotient of (12.8) and (12.10). Therefore, the matrix M/f 
is turned to N/g, where N is defined in Section XII. Esactly as in Sec- 
tion IX, the elements of the numerator of (14.1) may be replaced by 
suitable functions provided that the values at the zeros of the denominator 
are unchanged. According to the analysis repeatedly used, each element 
has a dominating term of the form exp [A- kz ~(t - u)] , and because of 
f(1) = 0 we may replace exp (A- ka) by a certain positive power of 1. 
Therefore, we may replace the term exp (z- ‘2) by a positive power of 
es = z. Consequently, all elements contain factors of the form &, where 
the numbers $ are certain functions of t and eb which are surely positive 
if t > ZC, and one can find out a certain function y(t, U) in such a way 
that the matrix Q(P) may be written in the form 
and the powers of es, occuring in the matrix G(s) still have positive 
exponents. 
As in Section IX, one can justify the deformation of the path of 
integration and finally obtains 
r+im 
W, 4= & s @b) N CeS) &t,u) dsv(s) (14.5) 
x--im 
Also, as in Section IX, we have 
CD(s) = I + o(t - u). 
Now, we can repeat the argument of Section IX. The integral (14.5) may 
be regarded as an inverse Laplacian integral whence G(t, u) = 0 for t < u. 
And as in Section IX, one gets the relation lim G(t, ,zt) = I from the fact 
that the function N/~J is the Laplace transform of a particular solution of 
a certain system of differential difference equations with constant 
coefficients, similarily to (9.12). 
From these results, one gathers that the function G(t, U) defined by 
(14.1) is the same as the Green function, introduced in Section 1’1. And 
from (6.5), one obtains the desired statement: The general solution. of 
the equation (3.1) can be expanded i&o a series of the eigenvectors (5.10), 
and the coefficients may be obtained from the adjoint eigenvectors (5.13) 
and the forerun by a simple integration. 
From (5.4) one observes that the eigenvectors are of the form (1.2). 
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XV. FINAL OBSERVATIONS 
(a) To prove the main theorem, we made the following assumptions: 
I, The characteristic equation has simple roots only. II, The relation 
f’(A) = O(1” - ks-l) holds. III, The eigenvalues of the matrix A&) 
are permanently simple and positive. 
The assumption I is not essential. In case of multiple eigenvalues 
one can extend the biorthogonal system as in Section VIII. But one has 
to consider not only the multiple roots of the characteristic equation 
but the elementary divisors of the matrix K(z). If these are not simple, 
the Matrix M, defined in (12.6), may be identically zero, and then it has 
to be replaced by M’ or M” etc. 
The hypothesis II guarantees the absolute convergence of the series 
in question. If there are multiple eigenvalues, one needs a corresponding 
estimation of f’, /” etc., because the number of multiple eigenvalues is 
not necessarily finite. In case the condition is not fulfilled, the series 
must be summed up in a more complicated way the rules of which can be 
yielded by evaluating the comples integral (14.5) according to the method 
of residues. 
The hypothesis III seems to be essential. Perhaps it can be weakened 
to the condition that the real parts of the eigenvalues of A*(t) are 
permanently positive; but that will be the utmost: if this condition is 
not fulfilled, there are equations (3.1) having a finite numbers of eigen- 
vectors only, and then the main theorem cannot be correct. In the system 
which corresponds to a scalar equation of higher degree (cf. Section XI) 
the matrix A,#) is singular, and therefore the foregoing analysis cannot 
be applied immediately. To treat this case, one has to introduce adjoint 
equations of higher degree, the corresponding scalar products and Green 
functions, and to extend the analysis of Sections VII-X. Another way 
of approaching the problem is the following: The solution vector of the 
corresponding system has the property, that it is completely determined 
by one single component. Therefore, one does not need the whole matrix 
K(t, U) but one column only, and (14.1) may be replaced by one column 
too. Then, one has to show that the discussion of Section XIV can be 
repeated at least for this particular column. 
In a similar way, one can approach the system (11.2). Here, one is 
interested only in those solutions the components of which are connected 
by the relation given in Section XI, and here too, the solution vector 
is determined by one component only. It may happen, that the main 
theorem is wrong for all solutions of the system (11.2) though it is correct 
for this particular subset of solutions. In any case, the two cases just 
mentioned require special investigation. 
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(1~) It follows from the theory of exponential polynomials that the 
moduli of the eigenvalues are smaller than a fixed number t/ smaller 
than one, except for a finite number of eigenvalues at most. Furthermore, 
one easily finds that the periodic functions p(t) occuring as components 
of the eigenvectors are O(X) where the constant c may be choosen in- 
dependently of A. Now let us suppose that all the eigeni-alues have their 
modulus less than one. Then, for large values of t, the general term of 
the series (11.1) will be O($) and because of the uniform conlrergence 
the same holds for the general term of the espansion of the general 
solution y(t, J, to). Consequently, the trivial solution is aq~mptoticallv 
stable ilz the seltse of Lyapu;zo:l. Moreover, it is esponentially stable, and 
one can formulate the theorem of stability iu the first appvoximcztiow, etc. 
If at least one eigenvalue has its modulus greater than one, at least one 
particular solution is unbounded, and the trivial solution is instable. 
Therefore, the stability behaviour of the trivial solution may be 
described as in the case of a linear differential equation with periodic 
coefficients. 
(c) The above used method may be applied to equations of the neutral 
type, that means equations containing terms i(t - 1~~). However, because 
the occuring series are not absolutely convergent, the question OC 
summabilitv must be studied in detail in each particular case. 
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